
EmPOWER™ Cloud Services

For Device Management And Updates

 + Device registration with unique identifiers

 + Secure, mutually authenticated command and control from chip-to-cloud

 + Secure Over-the-Air (OTA) updates using authenticated commands and signed/
encrypted firmware

 + Tools for Protecting AI/ML

 + Secure Software Provisioning

 + Failure Recovery

 + Threat detection and Remediation

 + Trusted insights into Device Behavior

FEATURES

E
mPOWER™ is a SaaS solution that provides the essential cloud 
services needed to secure, provision, update and manage intelligent 
edge devices. 

Together with the EmSPARK™ Security suite, EmPOWER™ enables OEM’s to actively protect 

their devices, business, and customers. With EmPOWER, product developers can:

 + Update devices securely

 + Prevent Intellectual property theft

 + Ensure trust throughout the product lifecycle

 + Maintain visibility of thousands of devices

 + Gain insights into device behavior

 + Protect data at rest and in transit

 + Detect and respond to threats
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Sequitur Labs is developing seminal technologies to improve trust 

in a connected world, reducing the cost and complexity to build 

secure embedded and IoT devices. Sequitur’s products span a range 

of disciplines required for trusted computing, from boot through 

the full device lifecycle. Sequitur’s security solutions provide real 

business value to device makers, such as reducing BoM costs, 

protecting revenue by thwarting IP theft, improving product reliability 

and reducing liability, and improving device lifecycle management 

processes. To learn more about Sequitur’s security platform, visit us at 

www.sequiturlabs.com.

 +1 425 654 2048
 +44 20 3318 1171

info@sequiturlabs.com
www.sequiturlabs.com

A FREE EmPOWER™ Cloud Services Trial is available by contacting us: 
https://www.sequiturlabs.com/contact-us.

Get Started

Solution Overview: EmPOWER™ with EmSPARK™ Security Suite

EmPOWER™ for MPUs

EmPOWER™can support smart 

devices with a secure element or 

other hardware. EmPOWER™ can 

deliver secure product updates, 

secure software provisioning, 

and device registration with this 

implementation.
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